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Thank you for this opportunity to respond to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s (NTIA) Request for Public Comment on the effort of the Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force (IPTF) to “identify substantive cybersecurity issues that affect the digital ecosystem and digital economic growth where broad consensus, coordinated action, and the development of best practices could substantially improve security for organizations and consumers.”

Access commends the IPTF on the development of inclusive, transparent cybersecurity processes that aim to defend the digital ecosystem. However, we believe the IPTF effort must do more to protect users while respecting the fundamental rights they exercise online.

Access defends and extends the digital rights of users at risk. We advocate for a holistic approach to cybersecurity that respects the end user as well as hardware and software. The IPTF multistakeholder process has the potential to ratchet up protections across the entire internet ecosystem, including the networks and channels that process and store user data. The IPTF should promote practices that protect the entire internet ecosystem without risking user privacy.

The IPTF is seeking to develop a multistakeholder process “built on the principles of openness, transparency, and consensus.” Outcomes could include “voluntary policy guidelines, procedures, or best practices.” The IPTF’s current work builds upon previous U.S. government cybersecurity efforts, including a 2011 Department of Commerce report, Cybersecurity,

---


Innovation, and the Internet Economy,3 and Executive Order 13636 (EO 13636) issued in February 2013.4

Access encourages IPTF to consider the human rights impact of any best practices that it develops both domestically and internationally. Cybersecurity is collectively improved if policies are developed with an eye toward the security of all systems, not only those within the United States. While Access believes the efforts of the IPTF are preferable to current sweeping proposals for regulatory or legislative action, particularly those that ignore human rights or transfer responsibility for cybersecurity to military organizations, policies developed through the IPTF multistakeholder process or through other channels should not interfere with the openness of the internet.5 Specifically, Access suggests that IPTF:

● evaluates the impact of any cybersecurity process on user rights, including privacy and freedom of expression;
● develops rules to support adoption of strong digital security tools and technologies, including end-to-end and device encryption;
● coordinates with companies on an education campaign instructing users on precautions to reduce the risk of malware and other malicious activities; and
● encourages international cooperation guided by principles such as due process, oversight, and transparency.

The relationship between security and human rights

As the IPTF has noted, “privacy and civil liberties implications may arise when personal information is used, collected, processed, maintained, or disclosed in connection with an organization’s cybersecurity activities.”6 Privacy need not be sacrificed to achieve strong digital security. Many security solutions also protect privacy. For example, encryption tools improve security and protect privacy. However, the IPTF should avoid promoting security measures that undermine privacy or the neutrality of the internet.

The user-up approach to cybersecurity, which implicates strong encryption, user education, and rapid fixes for vulnerabilities that put users at risk, seeks to improve the entire security

4 Required the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to create a voluntary framework in consultation with the private sector for improving the cybersecurity of critical infrastructure. EO 13636 also contained provisions designed to increase the volume and quality of shared cyber threat information.
5 While the IPTF cybersecurity processes have factored privacy and user security, other cybersecurity proposals by the Obama Administration and bills introduced in Congress would create new risks to user security and privacy. For instance, the Administration’s information sharing proposal would grant companies sweeping liability protection against privacy laws, removing the incentive for companies to protect user privacy; see President Barack Obama, Information Sharing Legislative Proposal, https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/legislative/letters/updated-information-sharing-legislative-proposal.pdf.
6 Request for Public Comment at 14362.
ecosystem. It recognizes that no individual effort will provide a perfect solution, but instead that cybersecurity is a shared responsibility. Cooperation between users, companies, and the government is critical. The IPTF is well suited to work with all stakeholders to develop rules in line with the user-up approach to cybersecurity.\(^7\)

Effective security solutions can and should promote user privacy. David Kaye, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, recently released a report highlighting the relationship between encryption and anonymity and the rights to privacy and freedom of expression:

“Encryption and anonymity, today’s leading vehicles for online security, provide individuals with a means to protect their privacy, empowering them to browse, read, develop and share opinions and information without interference and enabling journalists, civil society organizations, members of ethnic or religious groups, those persecuted because of their sexual orientation or gender identity, activists, scholars, artists and others to exercise the rights to freedom of opinion and expression.”\(^8\)

While the IPTF should be commended for considering privacy, it should ensure any cybersecurity process properly evaluates impact on user rights.

**Protecting user data**

Insecurity harms user privacy and risks trust in the internet ecosystem.\(^9\) A study by the Pew Research Center illustrates that “[a]cross the board, there is a universal lack of confidence among adults in the security of everyday communications channels”.\(^10\) Users are concerned

---

\(^7\) Instead, the Obama Administration has prioritized Information sharing. The President’s information sharing legislative proposal would increase the government’s role in transferring data and provide broad liability protections for companies handling personal information. In February, President Obama issued Executive Order 13691 “Promoting Private Sector Cybersecurity Information Sharing”. Executive Order No. 13,691, 80 Federal Register 9347 (Feb. 13, 2015), available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/02/13/executive-order-promoting-private-sector-cybersecurity-information-shari. Based on the Executive Order, the Department of Homeland Security is undergoing a process of developing standards to guide Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations (ISAOs), organizations to promote sharing between the private sector and the government. Aaron Boyn, **DHS Offering $11M Grant for Info Sharing Standards**, (May 27, 2015), http://www.federaltimes.com/story/government/cybersecurity/2015/05/27/dhs-grant-info-sharing/28012873/. However, security experts have shown that companies do not need immunity. Existing privacy laws do not prohibit sharing the types of information useful for network security. Ben Adida et al., **Letter from technologists to Members of Congress** (Apr. 16, 2015), https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/files/blogs/technologists_info_sharing_bills_letter_w_exhibit.pdf. Information sharing is a reactive policy solution, and fails to protect against the newest attacks.


\(^9\) See Center for International Governance Innovation and Ipsos, **Global Survey on Internet Security** (Nov. 14, 2014), https://www.cigionline.org/internet-survey (Finding that 36% of users believe their private information is very secure on the internet).

with the impact of government surveillance programs on digital security as well as the potential for malicious actors to access their personal information.\textsuperscript{11}

The companies that store and transmit personal information have not taken adequate measures to implement security protocols that protect users. While corporate financial losses from recent large-scale data breaches have been less than anticipated, the harm suffered by the billions of users impacted by these breaches extends beyond their monetary impact to also include inestimable intangible damages.\textsuperscript{12} More needs to be done to ensure companies have the proper incentives to implement adequate security that protects all user information. Furthermore, companies need to take a pro-active approach toward notifying users when their information has been compromised, regardless of potential financial impact on users.

In recognition of some of the gaps in corporate digital security practices, Access developed the Data Security Action Plan.\textsuperscript{13} The Plan, which was developed in consultation with technology experts and members of the private sector, consists of seven steps that companies can take to provide a minimum level of protection for user data. While increased security will not stop all data breaches, it would reduce the total number and minimize the impact by increasing the cost of unauthorized access to sensitive user data.

**Promotion of security best practices**

The IPTF should promote the adoption of security best practices. Efforts to protect critical infrastructure miss many of the most frequently used systems and services, leaving weak points in the security ecosystem.\textsuperscript{14}

**Encryption and other security measures**

Strong digital security practices should be adopted as an element of any corporate comprehensive security plan. As we’ve noted,

“[Increasing] digital security and reining in unauthorized access to data does not necessarily shut down legitimate access to data for law enforcement or national security purposes. There are several different approaches that may be taken for officials to appropriately compel necessary information. What data security will do is protect users

---

\textsuperscript{11} See Center for International Governance Innovation and Ipsos, *Global Survey on Internet Security* (Nov. 14, 2014), https://www.cigionline.org/internet-survey (Finding that 61% of users are concerned that government agents from their own countries are monitoring their online activities and that 77% of users are concerned about someone hacking into their accounts to steal their personal information).


\textsuperscript{13} Access, Data Security Action Plan, https://encryptallthethings.net/docs/EATT.pdf.

\textsuperscript{14} For example, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework was developed for critical infrastructure: the systems the incapacitation or destruction of which would debilitate security, economic security, public health, or public safety.
and their financial, legal, and professional interests from unlawful or unauthorized third-party or government access.\textsuperscript{15}

The IPTF should develop rules to support adoption of strong digital security, including end-to-end and device encryption. Special Rapporteur Kaye noted that companies also have responsibility to protect human rights and ensure a positive impact of their work.\textsuperscript{16} As he makes clear in his report, security measures are critical for the exercise of human rights. Proper security measures protect against potential snoopers, and increase protections for worldwide users facing more acute threats.\textsuperscript{17} The IPTF, as part of the multistakeholder process, is well situated to determine effective security measures.

The IPTF can build upon existing efforts to identify industry standards. For instance, as discussed above, Access has identified minimum security-enhancing steps applicable to every internet platform in the Data Security Action Plan. The seven steps of the Action Plan include: (1) Implement strict encryption measures on all network traffic; (2) execute verifiable practices to effectively secure user data stored at rest; (3) Maintain the security of credentials, and provide robust authentication safeguards; (4) initiate a notification and patching system to promptly address known, exploitable vulnerabilities; (5) use algorithms that follow security best practices; (6) enable or support use of client-to-client encryption; (7) provide user education tools on the importance of digital security hygiene.\textsuperscript{18}

The Data Security Action Plan is not meant to be exhaustive, nor is it intended to address unique challenges of particular services. The IPTF should utilize the multistakeholder process to expand upon the Action Plan to create a flexible set of best practices that can be tailored to particular industries and updated as the security landscape evolves.

\textit{Malware and botnets}

Any initiatives to counter the spread of malware must adequately protect privacy and the integrity of the internet. Solutions must target the companies that can take measures to limit exposure to malware and users who can better understand risks. Industry best practices should be paired with an increased focus on user education, highlighting the risks of unknown apps and advertisements.


\textsuperscript{16} In the future, Special Rapporteur Kaye plans to focus on the human rights responsibilities of companies relating to security; A/HRC/29/32 10-11.


\textsuperscript{18} Access, Data Security Action Plan, https://encryptallthethingss.net/docs/EATT.pdf.
The 2015 Symantec Internet Security Threat Report showed increased prevalence of ransomware and “malicious advertising.” Such attacks pose particular threats to users, especially users without knowledge of basic digital security. Malicious advertisements can operate on major, trusted platforms. The number of parties, including the platform, advertising agency, and company advertising, permits the diffusion of responsibility and creates an additional challenge for attribution.20

Existing efforts to counter malware and botnets, including a voluntary botnet code of conduct for internet service providers, have not adequately protected privacy and the integrity of the internet.21 The IPTF should coordinate with companies on an education campaign instructing users on precautions reducing the risk of malware. With fewer devices susceptible to control, the accessibility of botnets decreases. In addition, the voluntary botnet code should be strengthened to better protect privacy and make clear that blocking and direct monitoring are invasive to users and their use should be discouraged. There must also be some incentive for service providers to protect users — potentially through an increased role for CERTs, which may aid in companies failing to provide adequate security.

International Cooperation

Insecurity abroad can foster insecurity at home. According to an article in the Harvard Business Review, cybersecurity “is a global problem requiring a global solution” and “[i]nternational cooperation is critical.”22 The IPTF must utilize the multistakeholder process to encourage international cooperation guided by principles such as due process, oversight, and transparency.23 Increasing cooperation would reduce the justification for government surveillance tactics that harm digital security.24

When a non-negligible amount of cybercrime originates abroad, inward-focused policies are inadequate. Access has teamed with companies and civil society organizations to promote the

---

mutual legal assistance treaty (MLAT) system as a way of encouraging the sharing of information between governments in a rights-respectful manner.\textsuperscript{25} However, MLATs do not cover the transfer of all types of information.

International cooperation should promote collaboration and exchange of methods of addressing security risks. According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), cross-border cooperation on botnet mitigation is limited due to “legal, organisational, and technical barriers”.\textsuperscript{26} The IPTF should develop the standards for companies engaging internationally with the objective of protecting the interests and rights of users.

**Conclusion**

Incentives should encourage companies to adopt identified practices that protect human rights of users. However enforced, “openness, transparency, and consensus-building” are critical to developing user-friendly cybersecurity rules.\textsuperscript{27} As the IPTF moves forward, it must ensure it develops rules that protect user security and the rights they exercise online.
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\textsuperscript{27} Request for Public Comment at 14363.